
Process Evaluation of the California POST Domestic
Violence Training Project

February 1999 – Sacramento, California

This case study, based on a site visit in February 1999, focuses on the development and
implementation of the domestic violence training project in California.  It is one of 12 cases
studies prepared for the “Evaluation of the STOP Law Enforcement and Prosecution Project”
administered by the Institute for Law and Justice, and funded by the National Institute of Justice
(NIJ).  This case study was written by Cheron DuPree, Research Associate.  It has been
approved for Web publication by the participating site but should be considered a draft report
pending final NIJ review.∗
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Introduction
The Institute for Law and Justice (ILJ), under a grant from the National Institute of

Justice, is charged with the evaluation of law enforcement and prosecution subgrants awarded

under the STOP Violence Against Women grants program authorized by the Violence Against

Women Act of 1994 (VAWA).  The purpose areas of grants under examination include special

law enforcement, prosecution, or joint special units; development of new training programs and

materials; establishment of stalking programs; and development of agency policies and

procedures for handling domestic violence or sexual assault complaints and cases.  In this

context, ILJ is carrying out a process evaluation of approximately ten sites representing national

trends and innovations in law enforcement or prosecution approaches to domestic violence and

sexual assault.  ILJ intends to carry out impact evaluations of some of the more promising and

replicable projects in these ten sites.

There are a number of reasons why we believe the California Commission on Peace

Officer Standards and Training Commission (POST) will make an excellent case study for our

project.  California POST has an excellent reputation and is known for its innovative teaching

techniques and technology.   We are also encouraged that by the fact that the California POST

can be, and has been, a resource for law enforcement agencies outside the state.

This report describes California POST’s domestic violence courses as documented while

in attendance the week of February 21-25, 1999.  An overview of California POST will be

provided as well as relevant state laws, course descriptions, implementation problems, project

funding, course evaluations, and conclusions.

California Domestic Violence Laws
Laws regarding domestic violence vary from state to state.  The nature of the relationship

between the victim and the offender is often very specific.  California’s Penal Code, Section

13700, covers abuse involving a spouse or ex-spouse, cohabitant or former cohabitant, parents of

a common child, current or former dating relationships, current or former engagements, and

same gender relationships.  Abuse is defined as “recklessly or intentionally causing or attempting

to cause bodily injury or placing another in reasonable apprehension of imminent serious bodily
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injury.”  If someone commits physical abuse, he/she can be charged with the following under the

Penal Code.

• P.C. 273.5 – Corporal (bodily) injury causing a traumatic condition

• P.C. 243(e) (1) – Use of force or violence; domestic violence relationship
established (misdemeanor)

• P.C. 245(a) – Assault, with a deadly weapon or by means of force likely to cause
great bodily injury

• P.C. 243(d) – Use of physical force on another; the use of force or violence
inflicted serious bodily injury on the victim

Stalking (P.C. 646.9(a)) is a crime that is often committed in domestic situations.

Stalking is the malicious and repeated following or harassing of another.  The person following

or harassing must make a credible threat or intend to place the victim in reasonable fear for

his/her safety or for the safety of an immediate family member.

Court protection orders (F.C. 6218) are issued by the Family Law Court under the

California Domestic Violence Prevention Act, which includes any of the following:

• Orders prohibiting specific acts of abuse (shall not contact, strike, and harass)

• Orders excluding a person from a dwelling

• Orders prohibiting other specific acts (e.g., stay 100 yards away)

• Orders prohibiting the ownership, use, possession or custody of firearms or other
weapons.

California gun law states that it is a crime to possess a firearm within 10 years of a

misdemeanor domestic violence (and other assaultive offenses) conviction.  Officers may seize

firearms in plain view or in a crime scene search if consent is obtained.  Domestic violence

offenders with protection orders against them may not purchase or receive a firearm.  The

protection order must include notice of firearm prohibition and should be personally served or

respondent must have been present and verbally notified by the court.

California POST
Penal Code 13510 requires the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training

(POST) to establish minimum standards related to physical, mental, and moral fitness for the

purpose of raising the level of competence of local law enforcement.  The Governor appoints 13
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of the 14 members.  The Attorney General is an ex-officio member.  The Commission is the

organizational policy-setting body and meets quarterly to establish standards and policies, adopt

regulations, establish reimbursement rates, and guide POST staff.

Participation in the POST program is voluntary and incentive-based.  Participating

agencies (more than 580) agree to abide by the standards established by POST and are eligible to

receive all program services and benefits.  The agency oversees 4,800 training courses at 480

offices throughout California.

Development of Training

A Sergeant from the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Department was selected for a one-

year fellowship to serve as the coordinator for the Domestic Violence Training Project.  The

coordinator solicited help from “experts” across the state to develop the curriculum.  The team of

experts was multi-disciplinary, consisting of university faculty, law enforcement, victim services,

and prosecution.  Participants of the teams varied depending on the subject matter and the

specific task at hand.

California POST selected instructors from the pool of experts.  The instructors were

given training in adult learning techniques.  Instructors frequently use the following learning

formats.

1) Instructor-facilitated group discussion

2) Demonstration

3) Panel discussion

4) Case Study

5) Role-play

6) Simulation

Domestic Violence Courses

The domestic violence training funded under the current STOP grant includes

telecourses, First Responder Workshop, Institute for Criminal Investigation, a CD-ROM course,

video scenarios, and workbooks.
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Telecourses

Three telecourses were developed to assist officers in handling domestic violence

matters.  The first telecourse is “Court Orders.”   It explains the many judicial orders that may

stem from domestic violence incidents.  Court Orders covers officer-obtained orders, foreign or

out-of-state orders, and how to handle conflicting or dueling orders from different courts.

The second telecourse is “Domestic Violence: A Matter of Culture.”  This video provides

insight on the Black, Hispanic, Armenian, and Asian culture.  It presents viewers with

information that can help them understand specific cultural issues that complicate the dynamics

of domestic violence calls.  There is also a segment on police culture.

The third is called “Handling Domestic Violence through Community Oriented

Policing.”  Agencies who have created unique programs to handle domestic violence, above and

beyond the first response to the incident, are featured in this video.

First Responder Workshop

The First Responder Workshop is aimed at patrol officers and supervisors who are

responsible for the first response to domestic violence calls.  It provides up-do-date information

to assist first responders in the safe and successful handling of domestic violence incidents.  It is

a one-day course that covers topics such as clarification of court orders, officer responsibility

under primary aggressor law, building the case for prosecution, strangulation injuries, stalking,

children at the scene, and safety issues.  This workshop is presented at designed locations

throughout the state.

The San Diego Regional Training Center providers the trainers for this workshop.  The

training team consists of three detectives, three victim advocates, and three prosecutors.  Teams

are assigned sections of the state: Northern, Central, and Southern.

Pilot tests were conducted in San Diego, Sacramento, and Shell Beach.  These were

followed by the successful implementation of workshops across the state.  The curriculum was

modified slightly a short time after implementation.  The modifications are as follows:

1. Some information on investigations was too basic for the officers.  More
advanced information was added to enhance that portion of the training.
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2. The legal mandates section of the workshop notebook was expanded.  New
laws were implemented in January 1998 and interpretation of these laws was
needed.

3. The class format was changed to a more effective flow.  The advocacy portion
of the workshop was moved to the end.  This has proven to have more of an
impact on the students because it leaves them with the victim in mind.

Institute for Criminal Investigation (ICI)

The ICI is a one-week course that provides detectives with the skills necessary to conduct

successful investigations of domestic violence.  Students learn specific investigative techniques,

problem solving skills, and case management skills related to various types of domestic violence,

including cross-cultural, elder abuse, stalking, and how to handle officer-involved incidents.  The

goal is to improve call clearance rates.  Some of the topics include suspects/batterers, victims,

impact on children, high profile offenders, lethality assessments, court orders and evidence.  A

team consisting of five instructors conducts this course.

This course was also pilot-tested and some modification was required.  Changes were

minimal and were related to course flow.   Trainers continually modify the way in which they

conduct the course depending on the audience.  On the first day, students analyze scenarios

(actors are employed to help with this portion) and participate in role-playing.  During this time,

trainers gain a sense of the students’ knowledge and skill level and can tailor the class

accordingly.

CD-ROM Course

Law enforcement officers selected topics for the CD-ROM.  The development team

created scenarios on several subject areas that were identified by officers as areas for review.  In

addition, a larger group of district attorneys, law enforcement personnel, and victim advocates

from around the country also reviewed the scenarios.  The CD-ROM was created for experienced

officers.  The course includes a pretest that determines the level at which the student should start

the course.  Students are instructed to view a taped scenario and select the course of action they

feel is correct, that will complete the call safely, and will obtain the information necessary to

complete a report.
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Video Scenarios

The video scenarios were produced to demonstrate the appropriate manner in which

domestic violence calls should be handled.  The videos are primarily used for basic training. The

scenarios were filmed using a female tactical officer from the San Diego Academy.  The

scenarios were piloted in the Los Angeles and Los Medanos College Police Academies. The

video scenarios received positive feedback from viewers.

Workbooks

Workbooks were created in five subject areas to be used in the training academy.  The

workbooks are entitled Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, Crimes Against Persons, Crimes

Against Property, and Law.   The Domestic Violence workbook addresses topics such as

• Identifying and Classifying Crimes Related to Domestic Violence

• Impact of Domestic Violence

• Responding to a Call

• Protection of Victims

• Investigating the Crime.

The trainers are given an special workbook that provides guidance and suggestions on

how to use the materials.  The following information is provided for each chapter in the

workbook.

1) Learning Need – Critical knowledge, task or ability

2) Learning Objectives – Specific targets for student learning

3) Key Vocabulary – Terminology introduced within the workbook chapter

4) Chapter Synopsis – Primary content elements for each learning objective

5) Discussion Points – Suggested topics for instructor elaboration

6) Workbook Learning Activities – Learning activities student may complete on
their own or during classroom instruction

7) Self-Assessment Quiz – Description of purpose and recommended uses.

Project Funding
Senate Bill No. 350 mandated appropriations for Violence Against Women programs in

the state of California.   This bill appropriated $11,453,000 from the Federal Trust Fund from
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moneys received by the state from the federal government pursuant to that grant program for

allocation to law enforcement, prosecution, victim services, and other programs, as specified.

This bill also requires all entities receiving funds to report annually to the Legislature and the

Office of Criminal Justice Planning on the activities and accomplishments of each individual

project.

Funding for POST domestic violence training began on August 1, 1997.  The grant was

originally due to end in January 1999, however, an extension has been granted.  The Office of

Criminal Justice Planning awarded $2,196,834 through the Violence Against Women STOP

grant.  Domestic violence training for officers is provided in several different ways with these

funds.  The funds allocated for each are

1) Three telecourses relating to domestic violence - $300,000

2) 40 First Responder workshops - $500,000

3) Two 40-hour Institute of Criminal Investigation courses - $308,960

4) Interactive CD-ROM Course on domestic violence - $200,000

5) Four video scenarios for basic training - $130,000

6) Production of five workbooks for the basic academy - $104,350

There was some reallocation of funds for staff salary increases and the purchase of

equipment.  An extension has been granted to California POST so they may complete their

training activities.  The current grant is scheduled to end on July 31, 1999.

Course Evaluations
The course evaluations for the First Responders Workshop were very favorable.  Students

felt that the course had a positive impact on their career, there was a good mix of instructional

techniques, the course material was organized and practical, and the students felt the instructors

were knowledgeable.  The following are comments from course evaluation forms.

I was enlightened about the new laws.

Instructors were very knowledge and presented materials in a manner that
kept my interest.

Good use of learning aides

The course was very informative and presented new laws and ideas to
complete a good investigation
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Suggestions were also given to improve the course.  Many participants commented that

the workshop was too short.  There was a lot of information presented and they felt additional

time would have enhanced the class.  Other participants wanted more group interaction.

Students also stated their frustrations with handling domestic violence cases.  Some

frustrations mentioned were the recanting of victims, reductions of charges by the District

Attorney, determining primary aggressor, and handling emergency protection orders.  Others

mentioned how time consuming domestic cases can be.

Participants of the Institute for Criminal Investigation Course found the scenarios and the

primary aggressor component most useful.  Many participants wanted more time devoted to

“officer involved” domestic incidents.  Students made the following comments:

Great course and nice location.  [The class] certainly changed my
opinion about the “typical” domestic violence incident.  I can review
cases with more knowledge.

Excellent course.  Very knowledgeable instructors.

Very good course, very valuable information.  Covered all
liability/investigative aspects well.

Conclusions
The California POST domestic violence training is one of the most comprehensive in the

country.  It not only covers domestic violence but also other topics related to violence against

women such as stalking and sexual assault.  While attending the ICI and First Responder

courses, the evaluator observed valuable interaction between students and instructors.  Most of

the students took advantage of the opportunity to interact with staff from other agencies to

discuss different ways of handling domestic incidents.  The domestic violence training offered by

California POST can truly serve as a model for other states.


